aware of their group traits than of
their kinship to mortal men. The student newspaper, a good one, reflects
this in anxious, earnest editorials and
in its correspondence column. The
charges include political apathy, irresponsibility, culture-seeking, uniformity, unimaginativeness, immaturity,
cowardice and conformity. In fact,
there are so many of them that a listener, dim or not, soon senses that a
few axes are beqtg ground against his
eardrum. His certainty grows that
along with all that humming new energy Rice has developed some humming new discords and tensions. The
change there is a basic one and involves
more than some modern buildings, a
hyper-distilled student body and an
alteration of title from "Institute" to
" University.''
Provincialism is waning at Rice.
Nearly a third of the selectees are from
out of state now; only a quarter are
locals. Therefore Rice is less "Houston's college" than before, to some
Houstonians' disgruntlement. "Damn
them," said an old friend of mine, not
an alumnus. "Say you have a kid that
makes A's through high school. lf he
applies out there the chances are he'll
get bumped for somebody from South
Dakota. Then they invite you to kick
in a few hundred bucks for the glory of
Rice." But the emergence of the swelling University of Houston as a more
serious institution than it used to be
has taken off some of that pressure.
house~he new-outlanders, seven
years ago Rice set up five handsome
residential colleges (one for women:
pace, Dr. Lovett), some of them ex pan
sions of the old dorms and others new
They serve for more than housing.
Each has not only its living quarters
but its dining hall and lounges, its
attached master's house, its 220 resident members plus town adherents, its
abounding group activities, its treasury
and its democratically elected student
hierarchy with surprising powers, up
to that of recommending the expulsion
of a member from the university.
As groupings the colleges have
pretty much supplanted the old class
cohesions. Students are assigned to one
or another of them as freshmen in such
a way as to avoid concentrations of
people with like origins or interests.
They sponsor dances and noncurricular
lectures and discussion groups, furnish
intramural teams and demand certain
duties of their members, plus conform·
ities to still-new "traditions" that have
had a marked effect on table manners
and dress.
"Does it work?" I asked the student
president of one college, a clean-cut
blond senior.
"It will," he said. "We need more
sense of responsibility in the members.
It's taking time."

I said the main responsibility of my
time had been to pass your courses and
stay in school. He smiled, embarrassed.
"I know," he said. "That's what we're
trying to get away from."

Concerning the colleges, as concerning most other matters at Rice, opinions
diverge. Nearly everyone thinks they're
a fine idea (you can't help it, looking
at them), but the way they are run
doesn't thrill everyone. "It's just another way for them to control you,"
said one student who had moved off
campus. "They put you in Hanszen,
maybe, and you can't get loose from it
even if all your friends are over in
Wiess, and you're supposed to be loyal
and responsible and participate and
all that jazz. They don't make you do
anything, but you're supposed to."
W. H. Masterson, a donnish professor
who is master of one of the colleges
and a firm partisan of the system, said
he was sure the colleges would have
plenty of freedom of choice and easygoing looseness in time, when successive student governments had worked
out the kinks. "The colleges are new,"
he said. "Their functioning depends on
the energy of a small group of students
who care. When more do, they'll be
what we have wanted all along."
I said again (it is the Neanderthal's
chant) that it was all very different
from the slovenly, unsupervised dorms
of my day.
He agreed. Through the colleges,
he said, Rice was beginning to accept
more than merely academic responsibility for students.
I suppose Rice ought to. I do not
know, though, how much some of the
loners and mavericks of my time,
hermitlike among books and unwashed
socks, would have ~appreciatecLanyone
responsibly urging them into wellrounded association with exact quantities of other kinds of people. And some
of them have turned out not badly as
surgeons or lawyers or scholars or just
as people. True, one that I know of has
reverted, and lives in a tin shack in a
junkyard ....
Despite it all, a good proportion of
Rice students look well fed and not
crushed by their own or others' sense
of responsibility. Even if emotional
health now concerns the school medical
service, and an occasional suicide throws
its shadow across the ltalianate landscape, human nature persists. Some
obvious lone wolves still roam, and a
girl told me of what she called a "fun
party group" whose celebrants were
bright enough to make 2's and 3's
(Rice equivalent of B's and C's) even
with hangovers, and for whom that
was good enough. To the glory of
social irresponsibility, a couple of
winters ago it was found that the liberal
weekend open-house hours in the men's
colleges were being used by some members for the intromission of nubile town
females into their bedrooms and, indeed, into their beds. Open house as
a "tradition" abruptly withered, and
Houston wags for a time went around
declaring themselves gratified to learn
that Rice men were capable of such
activity.
Scenically, only at the western edge
of Rice does an alumnus, this one anyhow, feel outrage. One's old wilderness

is gone, that escape place, that topographical subconscious of the school
where hawks circled, and quail whistled
clear, and the sun beat warm on unkempt prairie grass and wild roses.
You could wander there, or read, or
sleep. Nor did it succumb to a campaign of the landscape regiment of
industrious Hispano-Aztecs, known
now as "~nomes." It succumbed to
acres and acres of asphalt parking lot
surrounding one of the most godawfully big stadiums I've ever seen.
Abstractly this monster is beautiful,
carrying through the motifs of the
other school buildings. But its beauty,
a visiting professor noted, is "that of a
magnificent iceberg among the shipping
lanes." It holds 72,000 people with its
bleachers in, dwarfs everything else at
Rice and forms hulking evidence that
the changes there have not all been for
the edification of Athena's disciples.
Back before the war Rice's participation in conference athletics was already
something of an anomaly, but the haler
sportsmen were a useful antidote to the
bookishness of most of the rest of us,
and we got along with them not badly.
This is no longer so. A faculty member
with a sharp sense of the ridiculous has
an image for the wide split between
today's elite scholars and the athletes
vho dwell among them. He says that
in an ordinary university the students
form a spectrum from very bright to
very dull, so that athletes fit in cozily
where they individually belong. But at
Rice the whole regular student body is
in the spectrum's upper-ranges,.-lea.ving
most athletes nakedly alone below.
Entering with athletic scholarships,
they are free to take any kind of course
they want. Most matriculate either as
Physical Education or as Commerce majors, undemanding categories in which
they attend mainly their "own" classes.
Some, having used athletics to vault
the cheval-de-frise of selection, take
their chances in standard academic
courses or even in the laborious realms
of science or engineering, usually at
the expense of their performance as
game players.
These get respect. The rest, known
as "jocks," don't. Scholarly Riceites,
remembering a crass high-school world
where the jock was king, take a revenge
compounded of ostracism and floating
athlete jokes. One such story claimed
tha.t certain basketball players, having
been converted to Houston's fundamentalist, evangelical, superpatriotic
Berachah sect, then got so irritated at
their unreligious teammates that they
would not pass the ball to them in
games.
Rice girls judge athletes more softly,
citing the rare Whizzer White types
and boys who but for sports would
never have gotten loose from a gasoline pump. But fifty places in each new
class, someone always points out in answer, are a good many places when
brainy aspirants are being rebuffed by
the hundreds.
Swirling about the heads of the lonesome gladiators as they sit, conspicuous, at tables in the posh student center

or watch Cheyenne in the college
lounges, is a good bit of intellectual
furor about all subjects in our present
world . However few or many the lacks
of Rice undergraduates may be, they do
not include that deadly, half-lidded indifference that is almost an atmosphere
at some American universities these
days, spawned perhaps of nuclear uneasiness or, more likely, of the fact that
amazing numbers of youths are in college who don't belong there. Riceites do
belong there, and their academic program, expanded and toughened since
my day, purges them of such luxuries as
futility and boredom. Because the selection process has chosen them so, they
are hard and serious thinkers-so serious that psychological crises are fairly
common, and there is among them a
peculiar innocence about violence and
sex and such matters.
Rice girls look like girls at most other
universities, if sometimes a bit sicklied
over with the pale cast of thought. One
bright, pretty, Eastern girl told me she
was happier at Rice than she had ever
been. "You can talk to people here,"
she said. "At home, with college boys,
it's all debs and dances and drunks."
Rice's noncurricular intellectual ferments are more groupish and determined than anything I remember there.
They lean heavily on sponsorship-by
the university, by the colleges, by
groups and clubs. Plays, concerts, discussion groups, "book-a-month" movements, referenda on integration, referanda on whether Rice is any good,
Q1Jllg_Demo_crs,tLand~O,llng ~e_pub
licans-it is all quite up to date. Stimulating speakers abound; some recent
ones have been Sean O'Faolain, Robert
Hutchins, Governor Faubus, Senator
Ellender, Norman Thomas, Edward
Teller, William Buckley, Basil Rathbone, William Goyen (an alumnus), the
late President Kennedy, David Riesman
and the Lord Bishop of Nagpur, India.
In the autumn of 1962 the school's
semicentennial festival, combined with
inauguration of a new president, drew
together in one crowd a galaxy of intellectuals including Toynbee, Margaret
Mead and the Chairman of the A.E.C.
To quarrel with all this, one would
need to be a Philistine idiot. And yet
one cavils, thinking perhaps of Robert
Louis Stevenson. "Extreme busyness,
whether at school or college, kirk or
market, is a symptom of deficient vitality." One wonders whether these
youngsters with all this sponsored
thinking and sponsored living and hard
study, have much time left for their own
thinking and musing, for knowing
themselves other than in "fun party
groups." I wonder. I think that most
men need some wilderness at the western
edges of their souls, some fruitful space
wherein to invite their fancy, some of
that leisureliness that was the original
meaning of our word "school." No
doubt the fumes of beer at midnight in
raucous places along South Main still
catalyze some talk worth talking; I
have heard some. But not a lot.
I am aware that the same charge can
be levelled at most other good univer-

sities in an age that is itself anxious,
us, say, three hundred thousand dollars
competitive, collective and short in wilfor a year's work in the general field
derness leisure. I know, too, that the
of solid materials. Some of us are
viewpoint behind the criticism may be a
already doing such research, and the
sentimental or "poetic" one, hence irnew money for it means that a lot of
relevant. Many qualified people at Rice
budget money can be used elsewhere.
are certain that it is and say all
We all benefit."
right, even if some of it is true, the
One measure of faculty attitude toproof of our pudding is where the proof ward Rice is the action
of Professor
ought to be, in our product. Franz Emeritus
and Mrs. L. B. R yon, who
Brotzen, an energetic, German-born
are giving the school $750,000 in gratiphysicist who is Dean of Engineering tude for a good life there.
The chancellor,
and is central in the Rice-NASA link,
cherubic Dr. Croneis, termed it a notold me: "Don't forget that the undertable case of man biting dog. Another
graduates we turn out can compete
category of bite, though, is the nip
anywhere, and brilliantly. They're that
undocile pedagogues occasionally
snapped up by any graduate school in inflict on the hand that
feeds themthe country that can get them."
causing the administration some pangs
Among faculty eulogists of the stuabout the school's "image." A history
dent body I found one who said glumly:
teacher returning from abroad told an
"We aren't worthy of them. They are interviewer
that the whole dreary, grindtwice as good as their teachers, on the
ing picture of Russian university life
average."
resembled Rice to a surprising degree.
And to prove that concerning the
Others blast the athletic paradox, and
faculty, too, there is dissension, a Phi last year a whole faculty
platoon asBeta Kappa senior recently awarded
saulted the Rice image itself, which
a Rhodes scholarship told me: "I've they called
"the Rice Myth." George
never had a bad teacher at Rice. Not Williams,
a quiet English professor and
one."
maybe the best teacher I ever had, set
Of "names" based on publication or
down some slashing views on academic
original discovery the university has
themes in a nationally read p.r. man's
a share: A.D. McKillop in 18th Cennightmare called Some of My Best
tury literature, Frank Vandiver in
Friends Are Professors:
Southern history, Franz Brotzen and
President-Emeritus W. V. Houston in
One is tempted to search delibphysics, new President K. S. Pitzer in
erately for something nice to say
chemistry, Clark Read in biology and
about [alumni]. But it is difficult to
a good many others of like caliberfind anything.
at least one or two such in most
The chief source of weakness
departments.
Names or not, wliat seems certairris =--=--llHllt>Rg-presidents is thdr tenure-o.foffice.
that salted throughout Rice are a goo d
many excellent teachers, men who
And a mild official suggestion not long
know their subjects and care enough
ago that the faculty be tactful in public
to teach them right. They have incenpronouncements was met with rising
tive to do so. Their salaries average hackles.
about $10,000, with some in excess of
The grousing of the discontented
$20,000-among the best in the South,
angels in Paradise, someone has called
and within the small top bracket of all
all this, and certainly some of it has
universities in the nation. Their ratio
that ring. But some is a result of the
to students is close to the Elysian oneChange at Rice, whose lineaments
to-ten, and the curriculum they implebegin by now to grow clear. In brief,
ment is solid-broader than it was,
the Change consists of a determination
with new departments and five-year
in Rice's leaders to make her over into
courses for engineers to allow them
what they invariably refer to as "a
more than the old-time minimum of great university." The push appears
humanities.
not to have started till after Dr. Lovett's
Whether science-engineering dominates the humanities at Rice is a touchy
question; it always was. She still picks
scientists for presidents. The current
one, Dr. Pitzer, is a distinguished
Californian who has the requisite executive force and hale-fellowness, but
also maintains an unmarked study
where he pursues chemical research.
Ahother thing liberal-arts alarmists
point out is that whole fortunes in
budget money flow annually into
science-engineering channels. Others
point out that science wallahs need
more money, considering the things
they do, and that in the student body,
for that matter, they are now a minority. As for the humanists' latest bugaboo, Rice's tangential connection with
NASA, a plum of plums in prestige
terms, scientists cry: tush, Rice is to
do only basic research. "This means,"
one says, "that the government gives

postwar retirement. He had looked
upon the little world he had made and,
behold, it was very good, and one
doubts that he wanted to start turning
it into something else. But others did.
The Board of Governors-a broadminded example of the species, much
respected-acquiesced and slackened
the purse strings to pay the bills, which
have been large.
What Rice's proponents of change
mean when they say "great," if they
are humanities men, is Yale, Harvard,
Princeton, a coup!~ of other Ivy fortresses, perhaps one or two West Coast
schools, and no one else. Scientists and
engineers mean M.I.T. and Cal Tech
and California and Stanford, and no
one else. At least none of them mentions anyone else. Reed, Swarthmore
and the other devotees of pint-sized excellence are no longer the competition,
for the big thing that greatness' seems to

imply is that undergraduate excellence Yankee Stadium and, last summer, a
shall be overlaid, as cherries overlay a million dollars for a women's college
sundae, by a first-rate graduate school. that is to be eight stories tall.
It is a university's PhDs, glinting in the
Hence her anxiety over image, and
scholarly firmament, who determine its hence, too, a certain irony of conflict,
rank in that league.
for it is hard to shape an image to suit
Therefore most of Rice's increase in all tastes. Take, for instance, the quessize since my time (some 300 or 400 tion 'o r racial integration. Through
students) has been on a graduate level, most of her half century Rice has
and most of the other tangible dif- shown little guilty neuroticism about
ferences seem to be pointed in that that charter provision dedicating her
direction. They affect the whole school, blessings mainly to "the white inhabiof course-adversely, some say, claim- tants of the City of Houston, and State
ing the vast problems of making the of Texas." And her unconcern has
undergraduate program first rate are suited most of the richer white inhabibeing ignored. But one Change man tants of said city and state just fine.
said the opposite: "If you want to "It's an excellent little Southern colproduce outstanding PhDs, you've got lege," one businessman told me. "The
to attract and train undergraduates charter says clearly who it's for and
who've got the stuff. The undergraduate not for, and it's not tax-supported.
There's no use in messing it up."
school benefits automatically."
But an excellent little Southern colAcademic blue blood, research men,
"names," mean the prestige that at- lege is a mile or so from what Rice
tracts those who've got the stuff. Nor do presently would like to be. In terms of
names come easily in this day of aca- the big time to which she aspires, her
demic boom. Some bluebloods find the exclusion of Negroes has been like a
glories of Houston, Texas, less alluring large strawberry birthmark athwart
than California's golden clime or the her image's face; it has classed he;·
hoary thought ce11ters of the East; Deep-South provmcial, and undoubtand certain Rice facilities, like the edly .has spooked some desirable Harlibrary, still need expansion if they are vards and Yales away from the faculty.
to serve for top-level research and for And most people at Rice know that
new departments.
her admission standards would autoAimed toward graduate greatness are matically make integration a gentle and
Rice's new stress on faculty publication untraumatic process. But there was all
and research aside from teaching; her that Texas money, big money, that in
new buildings and branches, including large part felt otherwise.
the world's first Space Science departAnother sort of big money, though,
ment, which plans to launch its own means more to universities these days
~te]ites; her ~m_phasis ~n competitiv~~Jh_(ll} any !Qc~ money C(!n. The really_
excellence. Her swelling administrative steady flow of fuel for a surge toward
branch, with its tighter control of direc- academic "greatness" must come from
tions and of students, also points that the coffers of the big foundations and
way, because the old organic easy- from government grants. Thus when
goingness would be hard to steer in so it began to be evident that such sources
definite a direction.
as the Ford Foundation were chary of
The new road makes Rice rub shoul- investing voluminously in the future
ders more intimately against those of of an all-white institution, and that
outsiders than she used to care to rub even the treasured NASA connection
them. Though old anecdotes about her might be in some danger, Rice's
rejecting big gifts with strings attached trustees last year filed suit to change
were exaggerated, Rice did use to be the charter, including cannily a request
far richer than she needed in order to to be allowed also to charge tuition.
place quietly before the world each year When it finally reached court (certain
a few hand-polished BAs and BSs. She alumni had filed a suit of intervention),
dwelled aloof in her Italianate mansions, little of the testimony was flavored with
attended by gnomes. But greatness and social liberalism in regard to Negroes;
its facilities come high. With an endow- cash was the topic. And cash seems to
ment swollen to around $77,000,000 have won, both in court and in the
book value, Rice is operating at a loss. minds of the local rich, who can underIn the year ended June 30, 1963, she stand wanting to get rid of a practice,
had a deficit of $150,000. Partly this Southern or not, that is costing you
was because of inflation and because real money. lmagewise, as a public reshe could charge no tuitiOn, but largely Ia tor might say, it was quite a coup.
because blue blood and labs and firstSome money comes in from alumni,
rate libraries and the other appurtewho were collectively responsible for
nances of greatness cost money. They
the fancy student center. Another helpare going to cost still more; sober men
ful group is the Rice University Assoare speaking of trying to raise another
ciates, some 168 elite friends who are
$100,000,000 in endowment.
said to give $1,000 each annually.
So the lady has wired up a louder
Many are old-Houstonians with cultidoorbell, smiles more whitely when the
vated reasons for their interest; others
big rich come calling, has hired a
mainly enjoy football in the big pinkp.r. man and often dines out. Needing
and-white stadium, as do most local
some of the free-floating Houston and
alumni and such a wad of other folks
Southwestern cash, she goes after it,
that one observer estimates the thing
no longer averse to gifts. She has gotten
clears
a handy half million a year.
some nice ones, too, including a whole
oil field near Corpus Christi, lock-stockWithin Rice, though most of the
and-barrel ownership of New York's community of scholars seem to favor

the Change's aims, many pull sidewaru,
not caring for the administration's
route. "They've got it all mixed up
with image and with bureaucratic
control," declared one teacher. Others
object to the new emphasis on graduate
students and research, and still others,
including some Change partisans, worry
over whether such a diminutive backlog
of indigenous talent as Rice's undergraduate school-no great expansion is
contemplated in it-can fuel the blaze
of a great graduate program.
Clearly the Change has a way to go
still, even though it has at least a
decade's movement behind it. In a necessary but unusual display of frankness
at the integration hearing, Rice's leaders admitted as much-"at the top of
the minor leagues," her own president
classified her

One said that if that happened she
would break her n!'.ck, another that
though there was little danger of it,
there was also little risk except of
money; she would go back to beii1g
what she had always been, if she had
to. The third said: "We won't fail. We
know what we're after, and we know
how to get it."
One noon in the tiled bright dining
room of the faculty building, where a
fountain plays in a green, walled garden
outside big windows, I asked three professors of vigor and reputation, all
Change men, what would happen if it
foundered, if Rice's push failed to
bring her to the kind of greatness they
had in mind.
I hope so-not sourly, but a bit
dubiously. If I myself am glad to have

studied at that sleepier Rice where the
jasmine bloomed rather than at the
humming Rice of today, I can also see
the bounds of nostalgia's relevance.
Time is in less danger of flowing backward these days than it ever was before.
And much of the Change, like much of
Rice's student tone, is an emanation of
the breezes of big-think and tension
that ventilate our time and blow hard
on every good university in the land.
Insofar as nostalgia may have some
relevance, though, and insofar as human
intention may buck the times a little,
one Homo neanderthalensis who was
fond of the Rice that was and feels an
inevitable, sometimes reluctant pride in
all that present ferment could wish a
thing or two. He could wish that having sorted out by whatever sieve a body

of superior students from the swarms
who apply, Rice would then relax, show
faith in her own procedures and let
them exhibit their superiority in less
tense and regulated ways. I do not find
that I believe in the possibility of anyone's dynamiting that pink-and-white
stadium (though what a fine ruin it
would make, with ivy) and ripping up
the parking asphalt and restocking it
with prairie grass and wild rose and
quail behind tall hedges, But I could
wish someone there would show that
he knows men-students or faculty or
whoever-need some wilderness, some
free space at the western edges of their
souls, for fancy's sake and for the sake
of wholeness in an age when wh@leness
comes hard.
That way, possibly, greatness might
really lie.
THE END
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